
Arpit Rathi
A hard-working and curious computer science engineer looking for job
opportunities as a Senior Frontend web developer.

Website - http://arpitrathi.com
Linkedin - https://www.linkedin.com/in/arpit-rathi-687b87125/

CONTACT

32/41 Ghumani Mohal Kanpur, UP -
208001

Email - arpit97rathi@gmail.com
Mobile - +91 9451672228

EXPERIENCE

SPINNY— Frontend Developer (November 2021 to Current)

● Worked on internal CRM to automate the daily activity of the
agents

● Worked on the user-facing website for the sell journey of the
product dealing with maximizing user acquisition part

● Optimizing the homepage for the supply journey of Spinny for a
better Page Score

● Actively collaborating with product managers to brainstorm on
di�erent projects to maximize and optimize the supply user
acquisition journey

COMMVAULT— Frontend Developer (Dec 2019 - October 2021)

● Worked in React Js to develop various features of the product
and convert existing Angular Js codebase to React Js.

● Worked in liquid templating language for one of the projects to
simplify REST APIs and briefly on Selenium(Python) to develop
test cases for the UI.

KRISTAL.AI— React UI Developer (Intern) (May 2019 - July 2019)

● Worked on Next Js to develop the products page for the
company.

● Worked on Google Analytics to track user activity on the
company's website and user conversion from di�erent sources.

EDUCATION

VIT Unversity, Vellore— B.Tech | 2016 - 2020 | CGPA - 8.88

Branch - CSE (specialization in Information Security)

Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Kanpur— ISC Board - 96%
Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Kanpur— ICSE Board - 95.6%

SKILLS

 React Js, Frontend System design,
Javascript, CSS, HTML, Next Js,
Bootstrap, Node Js, Google Analytics,
Liquid

PERSONAL PROJECTS

WHATSAPP ROOMS

It is a web application built using React
Js and Firebase. It allows you to create
and join public rooms and send text
messages and emojis in real-time.

SPOTIFY CLONE

It is a clone of the original web version of
Spotify. It uses Spotify OAuth to
authenticate users and allows them to
search for songs and view their playlists.
It is built using React Js.

OPEN MY SESSIONS

It is a chrome extension that I built to
ease my day-to-day work. It allows you
to add websites and tag them and then
open all the websites of a particular tag
at one click rather than opening each
manually.

MORE WORK SAMPLES

GitHub: https://github.com/Arpit2218B


